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Abstract18

Photoelectron peaks in the 20-30 eV energy range are commonly observed in the19

planetary atmospheres, produced by the intense photoionization from solar 30.4 nm pho-20

tons. At Mars, these photoelectrons are known to escape the planet down its tail, making21

them tracers for the atmospheric escape. Furthermore, their presence or absence allow22

to define the so-called PhotoElectron Boundary (PEB), that separates the photoelectron23

dominated ionosphere from the external environment. We provide here a detailed statisti-24

cal analysis of the location and properties of the PEB based on the Mars Atmosphere and25

Volatile Evolution (MAVEN) electron and magnetic field data obtained from September26

2014 until May 2016 (including 1696 PEB crossings).27

The PEB appears as mostly sensitive to the solar wind dynamic and crustal fields28

pressures. Its variable altitude thus leads to a variable wake cross section for escape (up to29

∼ +50%), which is important for deriving escape rates. The PEB is not always sharp, and30

is characterized on average by : a magnetic field topology typical for the end of Magnetic31

Pile Up Region above it, more field aligned fluxes above than below, and a clear change of32

the altitude slopes of both electron fluxes and total density (that appears different from the33

ionopause). The PEB thus appears as a transition region between two plasma and fields34

configurations determined by the draping topology of the interplanetary magnetic field35

around Mars and much influenced by the crustal field sources below, whose dynamics also36

impacts the estimated escape rate of ionospheric plasma.37

Introduction38

Due to the absence of a strong intrinsic magnetic field, the thin Martian atmosphere39

directly interacts with the incident solar wind plasma. The ionized part of the atmosphere40

acts as a conductive obstacle, leading to a draping of the interplanetary magnetic field41

(IMF) around the planet and the formation of an induced magnetosphere.42

Among the numerous processes at work in the Martian environment, the continuous43

ionization of the atmospheric neutrals by the extreme ultraviolet (EUV) photons from the44

Sun leads to the production of photoelectrons that play a key role in the heating balance45

of the atmosphere. In particular, the strong 30.4 nm Helium-II line of the solar spectrum46

ionizes CO2 and O atmospheric neutrals [Mantas and Hanson, 1979], that can be seen in47
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the energy spectra of electrons at Mars or other bodies such as Titan, Venus and Earth48

[Coates et al., 2011] as two peaks between 21 and 24 eV and at 27 eV .49

The Mars Global Surveyor (MGS) MAG/ER instrument revealed a strong change of50

the electron spectra at the external limit of the ionosphere (Mitchell et al. [2000] ; Mitchell51

et al. [2001]), with in particular a photoelectron boundary (PEB) or ionopause defined52

by the disappearing of photoelectron features in the 20 − 50 eV energy range as well as53

near 500 eV (i.e. Auger electrons) and a change of the slope below 100 eV . These au-54

thors already mentioned the possible influence of crustal fields on the altitude of the ob-55

served boundary. The finer energy resolution (δm/m = 7% compared to 25% for MGS)56

of the Mars Express ASPERA ELS instrument [Barabash et al., 2006] then allowed the57

two photoelectron peaks in the 20 − 30 eV range to be resolved and the plasma boundaries58

at Mars to be investigated in more details [Lundin et al., 2004]. Frahm et al. [2006] and59

Frahm et al. [2010] also revealed that a portion of the photoelectrons actually escape down60

to the tail behind the planet along draped open field lines, thus providing an insight into61

the escape rate of ionospheric plasma assuming overall neutrality of the plasma (see also62

Liemohn et al. [2006] who modeled the magnetic connectivity for martian photoelectrons63

from the dayside to the wake). Such photoelectrons are known to be common in planetary64

atmospheres, such as at Titan, Venus, or Earth (see Coates et al. [2011], Wellbrock et al.65

[2012], Tsang et al. [2015]).66

Nevertheless, the definition of the Martian plasma boundaries still raises debates re-67

garding their nature depending on the parameters observed (composition, density gradient,68

magnetic topology, pressure balance etc.). In particular, the PEB (determined from the69

disappearance of CO2 20 − 30 eV photoelectrons) and the ionopause (determined from70

electron density gradients or density levels) were often observed at the same locations, but71

not systematically. Han et al. [2014] used Mars Express MARSIS and ASPERA data from72

2005 to 2013 to obtain a median altitude of the ionopause at about 450 km, while the73

PEB altitude was located 200 km above this. However, no detailed analysis of the bound-74

ary characteristics or drivers of influence was performed, except for the solar zenith angle75

(SZA) variability.76

The Mars Atmosphere and Volatile Evolution (MAVEN) mission, designed to study77

the structure, composition and variability of the upper atmosphere and ionosphere of Mars,78

reached Mars in September 2014 [Jakosky et al., 2015]. The complete plasma and mag-79
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netic field instruments package, combined with the spacecraft’s elliptical orbits reach-80

ing low altitudes (down to 110 km during deep-dip campaigns) allows us to analyze the81

Martian plasma environment and the ionosphere in more detail. Recently, Sakai et al.82

[2015] used a two-stream electron transport code to interpret the photoelectron and Auger83

electron observations of the MAVEN Solar Wind Electron Analyzer (SWEA) instrument84

[Mitchell et al., 2016]. They showed in particular how the solar irradiance, external elec-85

tron fluxes and ionospheric thermal electron density control the photoelectron spectrum.86

Xu et al. [2016a] also showed the presence of photoelectrons in the nightside ionosphere,87

very likely due to transport along closed crustal magnetic field loops that cross the termi-88

nator and extend far into the deep nightside.89

In this paper, we use MAVEN electron and magnetic field data to analyze the photo-90

electron boundary in detail. After a description of the instruments and dataset used for the91

study (section 1), we will discuss the geographical distribution of the boundary crossings92

(section 2) and the parameters driving its variability (section 3). We will then discuss the93

influence of the PEB on photoelectron escape (section 4), before we characterize in details94

the boundary itself and its near environment through several parameters (section 5) and95

end with conclusions (section 6).96

1 Description of the dataset97

1.1 Description of the instruments98

The MAVEN Solar Wind Electron Analyzer (SWEA) instrument is a symmetric,99

hemispheric electrostatic analyzer with deflectors [Mitchell et al., 2016]. It is designed to100

measure the energy and angular distributions of electrons within an energy range of 3 to101

4600 eV , with an energy resolution of δE/E = 17% and maximum time resolution of 2102

seconds (depending on the mode used). MAVEN is not a spinning spacecraft but a three-103

axis stabilized spacecraft, so that SWEA uses deflectors to sweep the field of view (of104

360◦ ∗ 7◦ for the hemispheres) to reach a maximum FOV of 360◦ ∗ 120◦ (i.e. 87% of the105

sky).106

Moreover, we will use in this study the magnetic field measurements provided by107

the MAG instrument. It consists of two independent tri-axial fluxgate magnetometer sen-108

sors, which measure the ambient vector magnetic field at an intrinsic sample rate of 32109

vector samples per second over a wide dynamic range (until 65, 536 nT per axis) with a110
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maximum resolution of 0.008 nT and an accuracy of better than 0.05% [Connerney et al.,111

2015].112

1.2 The photoelectron boundary dataset113

Figure 1 shows an example of a peripasis passage of MAVEN in February 2015,114

with the SWEA energy spectrograms and orbital parameters. The (X,Y,Z) cooordinates are115

given in the MSO frame, where X points towards the Sun, Y points approximately oppo-116

site to Mars orbital angular velocity and Z completes the right-handed set. The spacecraft117

was thus at first located in the dayside southern magnetosheath (a shocked and heated118

spectrum typical for the magnetosheath at 02:12 is shown in panel e), with a draping and119

strong gradient of the magnetic field (not shown) from 02:13 UT, until a large drop of the120

energetic electron fluxes at about 02:18 UT and the appearance of the strong photoelec-121

tron peak at 20 − 30 eV . The spacecraft thus enters the ionosphere (a typical spectrum122

at 02:24 UT is shown in panel d) and reaches the terminator region near 02:30 UT. The123

photoelectron double peak (between 21 and 24 and at 27 eV) appears as a single peak due124

to the energy resolution of the instrument (except during negative charging events where125

the line splits into two different lines). Please note that the broad energy peak around 60126

eV seen in the magnetosheath spectrum at 02.12 is not associated with photoelectrons but127

is a typical feature of the heated solar wind particles. A suprathermal electron depletion128

is then observed around periapsis (02:36 UT to 02:42 UT), since the spacecraft is located129

in the low altitude nightside ionosphere where the absorption by CO2 neutrals depletes130

almost all suprathermal electrons while the major ionization process - i.e. photoioniza-131

tion - is stopped (see Steckiewicz et al. [2015] or Steckiewicz et al. [2017] for further de-132

tails). The CO2 photoelectron line at 20 − 30 eV thus disappears as the spacecraft moves133

though the depletion region, and reappears at 02:42 UT where it appears again until the134

end of the period shown, while the spacecraft is located behind the terminator in the tail :135

these photoelectrons are thus escaping the planet, with a line more diffuse than in the deep136

ionosphere (see also Coates et al. [2015] and Tsang et al. [2015] for similar observations at137

Venus).138

The three dashed lines in figure 1 show where the photoelectron line appears or dis-139

appears during this case study, corresponding to either the PEB (near 02 : 19) or to the140

edges of the electron depletions (at 02 : 35 and 02 : 42). We analyzed by hand the SWEA141

spectrograms and energy spectra from September 2014 to end of May 2016, and identified142
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3022 timings where the photoelectron line appeared or disappeared. An automatic (peak)143

detection algorithm was used at first, which worked well for large photoelectron peaks be-144

low the PEB, but it could hardly detect precisely the faint peaks that often appear close to145

the PEB (all the more that intermittent photoelectron line crossings are considered as PEB146

crossings). More than half of the automatic crossings timings had to be corrected by a few147

minutes, so that we chose to define the crossings manually for a better precision. The au-148

tomatic algorithm will be however discussed in a future paper on a statistical analysis of149

the ionospheric photoelectrons.150

Among these 3022 crossings, 1696 correspond unambiguously to dayside PEB cross-151

ings, the rest corresponding to : edges of electron depletions in the nightside (all suprather-152

mal electron fluxes drop, including the photoelectron fluxes), edges of detached escaping153

photoelectrons in the wake, or ambiguous crossings below the extreme ultraviolet termina-154

tor (here defined by a minimum altitude of 140 km). We thus defined as PEB crossings155

only the photoelectron line crossings taking place on the dayside (X > 0) at altitudes156

above the EUV terminator (see also later figure 3). The timings of the crossings are de-157

fined with a precision of ∼ 30 seconds, and define the last (or first) time interval where158

the photoelectron peak at 20 − 30 eV is unambiguously observed. The crossings on the159

dayside are easier to determine, whereas the times where the photoelectron line appears or160

disappears in the tail or nightside ionosphere are much more difficult to define precisely161

due to the more diffuse structure of the peak. A number of small nightside electron deple-162

tions are also not included in the total dataset, as well as temporary crossings in the tail163

where the line is more intermittent, due to the strong plasma dynamics (mixing of sev-164

eral populations, accelerated particles, etc.) occurring in this region. As will be discussed165

later, the PEB, even on the dayside, can barely be defined with a high precision due to166

the interpretation of the spectra which often show faint peaks before showing strong un-167

ambiguous peaks. The PEB appears as a transition region where the photoelectron flux168

gradually decreases, more or less sharp depending on the conditions (see section 5).169

2 Geographical distribution of the PEB170

2.1 Overall distribution171

Figure 2 shows the geographical distribution of the 3022 photoelectron line cross-172

ings (1696 PEB crossings) in MSO cylindrical coordinates. No crossing was found at173
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low SZA values (i.e. below 10◦ SZA) due to the orbital characteristics of MAVEN with174

few passages at the appropriate altitudes below 10◦ SZA. The PEB crossings cover a SZA175

range from ∼ 10◦ SZA to ∼ 90◦ SZA. Almost all crossings were confined within the aver-176

age Magnetic Pile-Up Boundary fit by Trotignon et al. [2006] determined from the Phobos177

2 and Mars Global Surveyor data sets, in a shell of about 0.15 − 0.2 RM (1RM ≈ 3390 km178

average Martian radius).179

The altitude of the dayside PEB crossings strongly varies between 186 and 1931180

km, with median and average altitudes respectively at 528 and 573 km (without including181

any SZA dependency). This is in close agreement with the Mars Express results by Han182

et al. [2014] who obtained an average altitude between 553 and 633 km depending on the183

SZA regime. The suprathermal electrons, thanks to their large mean free path and cross184

field diffusion in the absence of open draped lines, thus transport vertically to high alti-185

tudes (compared to the suprathermal electron exobase at ∼ 145 − 165 km, see Xu et al.186

[2016b]), and are stopped on average before the other plasma boundaries such as the Ion187

Composition Boundary (ICB), Magnetic-Pile-Up Boundary (MPB) or pressure β* Bound-188

ary (Xu et al. [2016c] ; Matsunaga et al. [2015]). We can mention that the MPB (named189

like this by numerous authors, see initially Nagy et al. [2004] or Bertucci et al. [2004])190

is also often called Induced Magnetosphere Boundary (cf. Dubinin et al. [2006] or Brain191

et al. [2017]), after it was even called at first planetopause [Riedler et al., 1989] or magne-192

topause [Rosenbauer et al., 1989].193

Except near noon (see below for further details), the southern median location (yel-194

low line) of the PEB is always at higher altitudes than the northern one (cyan line), in195

particular close to the terminator where the difference reaches ∼ 200 km, presumably due196

to the influence of the strong crustal magnetic fields of the southern hemisphere, which197

will be further discussed in section 3. The thickness of the altitude shell (defined by e.g.198

80% of the PEB crossings inside the shell, magenta lines) increases from about 230 km at199

low SZA values until ∼ 800 km near the terminator, as expected from the topology of the200

draping of the IMF around the planet that is more variable at terminator than at noon (as201

seen for the MPB location, see Trotignon et al. [2006]).202

A conic fitting of the dayside PEB crossings - defined by r = L
1+e∗cos(θ) with r and203

θ polar coordinates with origin at X0 referenced to the X-axis, and L and e the semi-latus204

rectum and eccentricity ; see Edberg et al. [2008] for further details - provides the fol-205
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lowing results : (X0,L,e)=(0 RM ,1.19 RM ,0.0047), which is almost identical to the Mars206

Express Han et al. [2014] derived results values (0.01 RM ,1.19 RM ,0.005). The average207

location of the PEB is thus very close to a circle (red line) centered on the planet cen-208

ter, as can be expected for the innermost plasma boundary. The closer the boundary, the209

lower the eccentricity : the MPB and Bow-Shock best conic fits respectively correspond210

to eccentricites of 0.92/0.90 (Edberg et al. [2008] / Vignes et al. [2002]) and 1.05/1.03211

(Edberg et al. [2008] / Vignes et al. [2002] and Trotignon et al. [2006]).212

2.2 Solar zenith angle and local time variability213

Figures 3 and 4 show the altitude, solar zenith angle (SZA) and local time (LT) vari-214

ability of the 3022 photoelectron line crossings determined during the two first years of215

the MAVEN mission. The photoelectron line crossings beyond 90◦ SZA or below the ex-216

treme ultraviolet terminator (for a lower limit altitude of 140 km) are not a priori consid-217

ered as real PEB crossings, even if some of them could be included as well. Until 30◦218

SZA, the median altitude of the PEB crossings decreases at first, and then increases until219

a constant value below 600 km from 55◦ SZA. The increase of the PEB altitude is ex-220

pected towards the terminator, since the draped field lines induce an increase of the MPB221

altitude with SZA, but larger altitudes closer to noon are unexpected. Moreover, the me-222

dian local time variability in the MSO frame shows an unexpected and significant asym-223

metry, with a minimum altitude displaced with respect to noon, whereas the draping topol-224

ogy can be considered as symmetric. Where do these unexpected features come from ?225

One can mention that a separation of the datasets into northern hemisphere and southern226

hemisphere observations (not shown) reveals higher altitudes in the south than in the north227

(presumably due to an enhanced crustal field pressure, see next section), except again near228

noon (in both SZA and LT) where the trend is reversed.229

Since the draping of the IMF around Mars - and the Martian interaction with the230

solar wind in general - is known to depend significantly on the clock angle of the IMF231

[Carlsson et al., 2008], the PEB is expected to depend on it as well. Moreover, the so-232

lar wind velocity compared to the orbital velocity of the planet around the Sun induces233

a small but non negligible aberration angle (of a few degrees). We thus recalculated the234

SZA and LT values in the MSE frame that also includes a 4◦ aberration angle, based on235

the solar wind velocity and magnetic field parameters provided by the MAVEN SWIA236

and MAG instruments at each orbit [Halekas et al., 2017]. The resulting new LT median237
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variability (red line) shows a much more symmetric behavior : the PEB is thus strongly238

organized by the solar wind magnetic field direction, whose variability induces a continu-239

ous rotation of the draping around the X axis and thus a reorganization in terms of local240

time. One can also mention that the latitudinal variability of the PEB (not shown) is much241

more homogeneous in this modified MSE frame than in the MSO frame.242

However, the SZA variability is obviously only slightly influenced by a small aber-243

ration angle, so that the unexpected high altitude PEB crossings near noon need another244

explanation. Figure 5 shows the SZA variability of the crustal magnetic field (at a con-245

stant altitude of 400 km ; Morschhauser et al. [2014]) and solar wind dynamic pressure246

at the times of the photoelectron line crossings. A clear bias thus appears in our dataset247

close to noon, with low solar wind dynamic pressures and high crustal magnetic field val-248

ues. As will be detailed in the next section, both the solar wind and crustal magnetic field249

pressures are important drivers for the PEB location, since the pressure will push from250

above (for the solar wind) or below (for crustal fields) the draping magnetic field topol-251

ogy, and modify the location where the upward moving photoelectrons will encounter the252

draped open field lines to get eventually convected toward the tail. A combination of (rel-253

ative) low solar wind dynamic pressure and strong crustal field pressure will thus induce254

high altitudes for the PEB as observed in our dataset.255

3 The parameters of influence for the PEB : solar wind dynamic and crustal mag-256

netic fields pressures257

The conic fitting of the dayside PEB crossings leads to a nearly circular shape of the258

boundary. Nonetheless, from now on we will only use the extrapolated terminator distance259

(i.e. ri(1 + e ∗ cos(θi)) or altitude of the PEB to remove the average SZA variability of the260

PEB altitude, following previous works on the MPB or bow shock (Crider et al. [2003] or261

Edberg et al. [2008]).262

3.1 The influence of the crustal magnetic field and solar wind dynamic pressure263

The influence of the crustal field intensity on the PEB altitude is shown in figure264

6, where the estimated terminator altitude is given as a function of the longitude in the265

geographical IAU frame. This frame is fixed to the planet, with the strongest crustal fields266

region in the southern hemisphere at longitudes between 120 and 240 deg. The dataset is267

separated into longitude and latitude regions to separate the strong and weak crustal field268
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regimes, as defined by Edberg et al. [2008], with the strong fields in the following ranges :269

longitude from 0 to 120 deg and latitude from −45 to 45 deg, longitude from 120 to 240270

deg and latitude from −90 to 0 deg, and longitude from 240 to 360 deg and latitude from271

−45 to 45 deg.272

The median altitudes are systematically higher for the strong crustal field regime273

than for the low crustal field regime, by about 100 km or even 140 km in 120 to 240 deg274

longitude region where the strongest crustal fields are located. Edberg et al. [2008] ob-275

tained very similar results for the influence of crustal fields on the MPB and bow shock276

position, with the largest influence in the middle longitude range as well, with an alti-277

tude variation that is all the larger than the boundary is far : up to ∼ 400 km and ∼ 0.48278

RM for respectively the MPB and bow shock. One can also note that an IAU mapping of279

the PEB terminator altitude from our dataset gives a good correlation with the location of280

crustal field sources.281

The combined influence of the solar wind dynamic pressure and crustal magnetic282

field is shown in figure 7. Despite a strong dispersion and a limited number of PEB cross-283

ings at high solar wind dynamic pressure values, the PEB terminator altitude clearly de-284

creases while the solar wind dynamic pressure increases, with a median altitude decreas-285

ing from ∼ 700 km to ∼ 500 km. The separation between weak and strong crustal field286

crossings is also clear, with few high altitude crossings located above weak crustal field287

regions. Power law fits were performed of the form dtermPEB = a ∗ Pb
SW

with dtermPEB288

terminator distance of the PEB in RM and PSW the solar wind dynamic pressure, for all289

crossings together (magenta line in the figure) or by separating weak (blue line) and strong290

(red line) crustal field crossings. The results are the following : (a, b) ≈ (3.60,−0.034)291

for all crossings ; (3.59,−0.034) for crossings above weak crustal fields ; (3.61,−0.039)292

for crossings above weak crustal fields. The influence of the solar wind dynamic pressure293

is thus on average 40% smaller than on the MPB, for which the power law index value294

was estimated at about −0.055 [Crider et al., 2003], which is expected since the PEB is295

located closer to the planet. Even if the dispersion is very large, we may add that the in-296

fluence of both the solar wind dynamic pressure and crustal magnetic field pressure are297

statistically very significant (assuming power laws), with Fisher tests [Box, 1953] providing298

risks - i.e. probabilities that the influence is not real - of about 10−29 and 10−18 respec-299

tively. These results are in agreement with a confinement of the atmosphere by the solar300

wind, that induces a draping of the IMF closer to the planet and thus pushes the PEB to301
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lower altitudes, except when strong crustal fields locally act from below against this inci-302

dent pressure.303

3.2 Comparing the parameters of influence304

Figure 8 shows the compared influence on the PEB terminator altitude of a num-305

ber of parameters: extreme ultraviolet fluxes, solar zenith angle, local time, crustal mag-306

netic field pressure, as well as solar wind dynamic pressure, density, velocity and magnetic307

field. We shall mention the EUV fluxes are derived from the FISM model (Chamberlin308

et al. [2007] ; available on the CDPP/AMDA database) at the 30.4 nm solar spectrum line309

which is the source of the 20 − 30 eV photoelectrons. Each set of parameters was then310

separated into low (below the median value of the parameter) and high (above the me-311

dian value of the parameter) subsets of data to allow for a convenient comparison among312

the various parameters of influence. The median altitudes of the "low" and "high" sub-313

sets are then determined for each parameter. The standard deviation of the median value314

( σ√
N

; σ standard deviation and N number of values) was shown in the figure instead of315

the classical standard deviation for a better visibility (σ is very large, about 200 km). We316

shall mention that in this figure we only considered the crossings for which all parameters317

were available (the solar wind parameters being available for only a part of them), which318

reduces the dataset to 795 PEB crossings. However, the relative importance of the param-319

eters keeps very similar if all crossings are considered for the EUV, LT, SZA and crustal320

field parameters.321

The PEB terminator altitude thus increases with (by decreasing importance) increas-322

ing crustal magnetic field pressure, decreasing solar wind dynamic pressure, increasing323

local time, increasing EUV fluxes and decreasing SZA and IMF. The two major parame-324

ters of influence are by far the solar wind dynamic and crustal magnetic field pressures,325

with a variation reaching 150 km of difference between the low and high median values.326

More precisely, the low solar wind density seems even more efficient than a low327

velocity to cause an increase in the PEB altitude. Ramstad et al. [2015] showed that low328

solar wind densities lead to larger ion escape rates according to Mars-Express ASPERA-3329

data, since the atmosphere expands, giving more space and time for ionospheric plasma330

to accelerate, which leads to larger escape rates during the rarefaction (i.e. low SW den-331

sity) events following the strong solar wind disturbances. We will discuss in section 4 how332
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the solar wind dynamic pressure will impact the escape rates through the variable PEB333

altitude.334

The influence of the other parameters - EUV, SZA and LT - is less clear, depends335

on the frame considered (for the LT influence in MSO vs MSE) or on cross correlations336

biases with the major drivers (for SZA near noon, as detailed above), even if the risks of337

artificial correlations as determined from Fisher’s tests are always below 1% except for the338

SZA influence (risk of ≈ 2%). Regarding the EUV influence, we point out that if EUV339

is a major driver for the photoelectron fluxes (Trantham et al. [2011] ; Xu et al. [2015])340

through the production mechanisms, its influence on the PEB should be less strong (e.g.341

the MGS data could not see any EUV influence on the ionopause [Mitchell et al., 2001]).342

The EUV influence corresponds to an enhanced thermal pressure that will act against the343

solar wind confinement and thus push the draping of the IMF.344

4 Discussion on the photoelectron escape345

The PEB altitude is strongly influenced by the incident solar wind dynamic pressure346

that confines more or less the Martian ionosphere and that thus drives the location of the347

IMF draping around the planet. As shown in figure 9 and explained below, the solar wind348

will consequently have a strong impact on the transport of the photoelectrons from the349

dayside to the tail region and eventually on the estimated escape rates derived.350

In this figure, we assumed a continuous detection of 20 − 30 eV photoelectrons351

from the inbound to outbound crossings of the photoelectron line. This assumption is in-352

accurate in the nightside region where a lot of electron depletions are observed, but it is353

mostly true otherwise, except at intermittent times in the non-collisional regions due to the354

strong plasma dynamics (mixing of several populations, accelerated particles, etc.). We355

separated the time intervals into four categories, based on the value of the solar wind dy-356

namic pressure at the times considered, and superimposed the crossings on the figure in357

the following order: very low, low, high, very high. The low and very low SW pressures358

are hidden behind the high and very SW pressures close to the planet, but extend further359

than these. The photoelectron detection thus appears more and more confined close to the360

planet when higher solar wind dynamic pressure values are observed, not only on the day-361

side but also at terminator where the photoelectrons are on the way to escape down to the362

tail.363
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The PEB altitude is raised by low solar wind dynamic pressure conditions, leading364

to access to higher altitudes on the dayside for the photoelectrons, and thus transport along365

draped field lines toward the tail at higher altitudes as well. Overall, the photoelectron366

escape will not necessarily increase due to low solar wind dynamic pressure conditions,367

but the tail cross section to be considered for deriving escape rates increases. Frahm et al.368

[2010] provided the only known escape rates of photoelectrons (3.14 ± 1.78 ∗1023 elec-369

trons/ s), and thus of corresponding ionospheric ions - assuming they escape at the same370

rate as the electrons, which may be overestimated if their large gyroradii make them im-371

pact the dense atmosphere -, based on a average escape flux measured and a constant an-372

nular cross section of 1.16 ∗ 1018 cm2. This annular cross section was derived at X = −1.5373

RM , with a minimum distance to the X axis of 2850 km (no escaping photoelectrons at374

Mars were observed closer to the X axis) and an external limit at 6700 km. However, our375

results show that the cross section to be considered for deriving escape rates is not a con-376

stant and will strongly depend on the PEB altitude on the dayside and thus in particular377

on the solar wind dynamic (and crustal magnetic field) pressure. Assuming sketched limits378

for low and high PEB altitudes (black and red lines in figure 9), corresponding to about379

200 km of difference near noon, and by extrapolating their shape to the tail until X = −1.5380

RM , this will induce a variation of about 50% of the escape cross section. When escape381

rates are derived from single point in situ flux measurements, one should thus keep in382

mind that not only the measured local fluxes vary temporally and spatially, but the escape383

area (i.e. the cross section to be used) will significantly vary with time and depend on the384

dayside conditions. We mention that deriving MAVEN escape rates is beyond the scope of385

this paper, since it needs the quantitative analysis of the photoelectron peaks in the energy386

spectra (whereas we only focus on the PEB crossings here), but we plan to further inves-387

tigate this in the future to analyze the variability of the escape rates during the MAVEN388

mission (with an average value that could be, or not, close to earlier estimates).389

5 Characteristics around the boundary390

Beyond the knowledge of the location and of the variability of the boundary, it is391

essential to better understand its nature and characteristics, therefore we examine the evo-392

lution of a number of parameters around it. Figure 10 provides the average evolution of393

the 23−29 eV photoelectron integrated differential fluxes (panel a), electron density (panel394

c), electron differential fluxes at ∼ 25 and ∼ 130 eV (panel c), as well as information on395
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the pitch angle distributions (panel b) and several magnetic field characteristics (panels d396

e f), as a function of the altitude around the boundary. The altitude 0 in the figure thus397

corresponds to the altitude of each individual PEB crossing, while positive and negative398

values correspond respectively to altitudes above and below the crossing. Such a figure399

hides the various trajectories of the spacecraft, with in particular the altitude variation be-400

ing different from one orbit to another, but it allows us to compare crossings occurring at401

different times and altitudes, by normalizing some of the parameters to avoid their strong402

temporal and/or spatial dynamics to hide the average characteristics of the PEB (e.g. for403

the electron density, or total magnitude of the magnetic field).404

We considered all MAVEN SWEA (with ∼ 4 s time resolution) and MAG (with405

∼ 2 s time resolution) data at ±300 s around the time of each of the 1696 PEB crossings406

available. Median (for panels a d e f) or average (for panels b and c) parameter values407

were then calculated for each 20 km altitude bin around the crossings, which leads to a408

maximum altitude range of 700 km. We however removed the data below −200 km since409

the average altitude actually increases below this limit, which would induce a bias for the410

interpretation if these data were kept. The standard deviation of the mean ( σ√
N

) is also411

shown for each parameter as an errorbar. In panels a, d, e, f, we also considered three412

different profiles to identify the influence of the crustal fields: one for all PEB crossings413

(black line), and two for low (blue line) and high (red line) crustal field conditions at the414

crossings. These low/high conditions are determined by the 25% percentiles of the cross-415

ings with the lowest and highest values of the Morschhauser et al. [2014] modeled crustal416

magnetic field values at 400 km altitude at the time of crossings.417

Panel a) provides the integrated 20 − 30 eV photoelectron flux, normalized by the418

flux at the time of each PEB crossing. Following the approach of Frahm et al. [2010], we419

integrated, for each time step, the photoelectron flux after removing the background spec-420

trum (i.e. a power law fit) from 17.2 to 34.7 eV to extract the peak photoelectron fluxes421

only. Several tries were made with various energy ranges considered, leading to no sig-422

nificant qualitative change in the results, and the energy of the peak is very stable on the423

dayside. Above the PEB, the photoelectrons are by definition essentially absent, so that the424

fluxes should not be considered from about 50 km above the PEB (gray area), since they425

correspond to fluxes of magnetosheath electrons. The flux of upward upward moving pho-426

toelectrons gradually decreases when approaching the boundary, before a large drop in a427

∼ 100 km altitude shell centered on the PEB location, and ultimately they disappear. We428
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also find the presence of higher fluxes in the −200 to −100 km range when weak crustal429

fields are present, which may be related to an easier access of photoelectrons to altitudes430

above the photoelectron exobase (≈ 145 − 165 km altitude, see Xu et al. [2016b]) in the431

absence of strong horizontal closed crustal magnetic fields.432

The median profiles of the magnetic field characteristics (local rotation every 4 sec-433

onds, panel b ; elevation angle, panel c ; magnitude of the field measured normalized by434

the value at the PEB) suggest the following average behavior from above to below the435

PEB. The magnetic field first drapes (and thus rotates less and less) and piles-up (the to-436

tal field increases) at altitudes above the PEB, which is consistent with the Magnetic-Pile437

up Region (MPR) characteristics, and is consistent with the fact that most data points con-438

sidered here are located below the nominal Magnetic Pile-Up Boundary location. The ro-439

tation of the field decreases towards lower altitudes, as does the magnetic field elevation440

angle that reaches a constant minimum value about 250 km above the PEB location. The441

situation seems however different with strong crustal fields: the interaction between up-442

stream and crustal topologies induces on average an increase of the elevation angle ∼ 150443

km above the PEB (the influence of crustal fields may also be seen at the same time on444

the field rotation with a separation between low and high crustal field profiles). 50 km445

above the PEB, while the photoelectron fluxes appear and strongly increase, the local rota-446

tion of the magnetic field increases slightly, and reaches a peak exactly at the PEB in the447

presence of crustal fields (for this case the PEB marks a transition between two different448

configurations of the magnetic field, the draped field above and the crustal field below).449

We note that the absolute values of the rotation are small, which is due to the time resolu-450

tion considered (4 s, a poorer resolution would lead to larger rotation angles). At the same451

time (i.e. 50 km or less above the PEB) the magnetic elevation angle slightly increases452

as well (all the more in the presence of crustal fields) and the total field keeps constant453

around the boundary (typical for the end of the MPR). Then, below the PEB, the rotation454

of the field stays small while the elevation angle slightly increases (with a more noisy be-455

havior in the presence of crustal fields, due to the variable local topology) and the field456

magnitude decreases / increases in the absence / presence of crustal fields.457

Panel b) shows information regarding the pitch angle distribution of 23 − 29 eV elec-458

trons around the PEB (the most appropriate energy bin to investigate 20−30 eV photoelec-459

trons with the Pitch Angle Distribution (PAD) mode of the MAVEN SWEA instrument).460

The red line provides the ratio between the maximum parallel or anti-parallel (maximum461
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value among either the 0 − 45◦ or 135 − 180◦ pitch angle ranges) and perpendicular462

(45 − 135◦) differential fluxes. The green and black lines give respectively the probability463

of "loss cone" and "field aligned" pitch angle distributions for the 0 − 90◦ range. We de-464

fined these categories based on an approach similar to Brain et al. [2007]: each half of a465

PAD is taken separately (0-90◦ and 90-180◦), and the standard deviation of fluxes of each466

half is calculated among the angular bins ; the flux at 90◦ pitch angle is then compared467

to the most field-aligned flux for the spectrum (here at least <= 30◦ or >= 150◦ to avoid468

too narrow PADs) ; PAD spectra are separated according to whether the perpendicular flux469

at 90◦ exceeds the field-aligned flux by more than one standard deviation ("loss cone") or470

whether the field-aligned flux exceeds the perpendicular flux by more than one standard471

deviation ("field-aligned"). The rest of the spectra correspond to either isotropic or conic472

/ anti-conic spectra (not shown). We shall mention that only the qualitative behavior is473

discussed here, since changing the definition of the parameters modifies the absolute prob-474

abilities of each configuration.475

Globally, the 23 − 29 eV electrons - i.e. essentially photoelectrons below the PEB,476

magnetosheath electrons above it - PADs are more in a field aligned configuration than in477

a loss cone configuration, except at −140 km below the PEB where both configurations478

have a similar probability. From about −200 km below the PEB until the boundary, the479

loss cone and field-aligned probabilities vary from respectively between 0.3 and 0.4 and480

between 0.4 and 0.5. The loss cone and field-aligned probabilities then abruptly decrease481

/ increase from the PEB (or slightly below it) to about 50 km above it, before they keep482

stable at respectively ≈ 0.25 and ≈ 0.6 (with a slight continuous increase though). This483

change of PAD configuration at the PEB is clearly confirmed by the ratio between the484

maximum parallel (or anti-parallel) and the perpendicular fluxes, which is roughly con-485

stant below and above the PEB but strongly increases from the PEB to 50 km above it486

(from 1.4 to 1.6), revealing an even more field aligned configuration above than below487

the boundary (where the PADs are already more field aligned, with a ratio always above488

1). As expected, the PADs are more in a field-aligned configuration (thus with more elec-489

trons on open field lines, at one end or both) than in a loss cone configuration (closed490

field lines). We are indeed looking at relatively high altitudes compared to the photoelec-491

tron exobase [Xu et al., 2016b]: 71/86 % of the time steps considered correspond to alti-492

tudes above 300/400 km respectively, with an average altitude reaching a minimum of 400493

km (at about −150 km below the PEB, which explains the close green and black curves at494
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this location). Moreover, plotting the probability of closed (loss cone + isotropic + conic495

PADs) and open (field-aligned + anti-conic) fields configurations as a function of absolute496

altitude (not referenced to the PEB level ; plot not shown) reveals an expected continuous497

decrease and increase versus altitude for these respective configurations, with equal proba-498

bilities at about 300 − 400 km. These observations are in agreement with the recent results499

by Xu et al. [2017] who investigated in details the low altitude topology and electron pitch500

angle distributions based on the shape parameter technique. This technique (see details in501

Xu et al. [2017]) is based on a parameter whose value determines the nature of the elec-502

tron spectra (photoelectrons or solar wind) after a comparison between measured spectra503

and a ionosphere reference spectrum (that includes the 20 − 30 eV peaks and the sharp504

drop at 60 − 70 eV). The authors showed that closed field lines are mostly observed at505

low altitudes (and above crustal fields), and that above 400 km altitudes the field lines are506

mostly open and draped around the planet.507

Panel (c) shows the mean absolute differential fluxes of 23 − 29 eV (black lines) and508

118 − 149 eV (green lines) electrons around the PEB, the low energy range corresponding509

to either photoelectrons (mostly below the PEB) or magnetosheath electrons (mostly above510

the PEB), while the high energy range corresponds essentially to magnetosheath electrons511

only and keeps a good signal to noise ratio compared to higher energy ranges. The PEB512

appears as a clear transition between the photoelectron dominated and magnetosheath513

electron dominated regions, with magnetosheath electron fluxes dropping above the PEB514

(by up to one order of magnitude in about 50− 100 km for the highest energies), while the515

photoelectrons fluxes (i.e. 23 − 29 eV electrons below the PEB) appear and increase below516

the boundary (since the photoelectron source region is at low altitudes). We shall mention517

that the profiles are similar for all crustal field conditions. Meanwhile, a strong change in518

the density profile occurs at the PEB altitude, with a clear and large increase of the gradi-519

ent with altitude from above to below the PEB. Moreover, one can note that plotting the520

absolute densities (not normalized to 1 at the PEB ; not shown) as a function of altitude521

versus the PEB confirms our conclusions with the same strong change of slope above the522

PEB. Finally, in addition to this observation of smaller density gradients above the PEB523

(and not larger gradients as may be used to define the ionopause), the 1000 cm−3 density524

level used by Han et al. [2014] to define the ionopause level is located in our dataset at525

∼ 440 km, which is similar to the Mars Express results (and ∼ 200 km below our average526

PEB altitude) : these results thus confirm that the PEB and ionopause (as defined by large527
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density gradients or the 1000 cm−3 density level) are not located at the same altitude on528

average. We shall mention that the normalization of both the density and altitude axes of529

panel c make it impossible to add the location of the ionopause on the same figure even530

as defined from a constant density level.531

The average variability of plasma and magnetic fields around the PEB altitude thus532

reveals several characteristics :533

• the 20 − 30 eV photoelectron flux first gradually decreases from below the PEB ,534

followed by a strong decrease around the PEB over an altitude shell ’thickness’ of535

the order of 100km altitude until photoelectrons disappear536

• the magnetic field is characteristic for the magnetic pile-up region above the PEB,537

with a strong (decreasing towards the PEB) rotation of the field and a decreasing538

elevation until the field gets draped ; the field magnitude increases linearly until it539

gets stable around the PEB, where a local increase of rotation and elevation is ob-540

served ; finally, the crustal fields determine the low altitude topology (and influence541

the topology at least until 150 km above the PEB)542

• the pitch angle distributions of 23 − 29 eV electrons (i.e. photoelectrons below543

the PEB) show a steep increase of the ratio between parallel (or anti-parallel, the544

maximum value being considered) and perpendicular fluxes at the PEB, and a in-545

crease/decrease of the probability for field aligned / loss cone PADs at the same546

time, even if the PADs reveal more open field lines than closed fields lines at the547

altitudes considered in our study (in agreement with Xu et al. [2017])548

• the electron fluxes reveal a steep increase of high energy electrons (i.e. magne-549

tosheath type electrons) above the PEB and a smaller decrease of 25 eV electron550

fluxes, while the slope of the density profile strongly increases at the PEB ; the551

PEB is thus on average different from an ionopause defined by either a stronger552

density depletion or by a 1000 cm−3 density level [Han et al., 2014] (which actu-553

ally also occurs about 200 km below the PEB on the MAVEN data). The PEB thus554

appears as a flux and density transition region between ionospheric and magne-555

tosheath electrons.556

Overall, these characteristics are consistent with the classical picture of the PEB as557

the location where photoelectrons, after their upward transport above the exobase (mod-558

ified by the magnetic topology, in particular crustal fields), encounter open draped field559
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lines, with more field aligned PADs and get convected towards the tail and eventually es-560

cape. However, beyond the coherent average profiles discussed in this section, a large dis-561

persion appears when individual crossings are analyzed. The dispersion (ratio between562

standard deviation and mean values) is most often above one for all particles parameters563

(photoelectron flux, electron fluxes and density, pitch angle profiles) and at all altitudes.564

The small errorbars of figure 10 actually correspond to the standard deviation of the mean565

(i.e. much smaller than the nominal standard deviation). In the future, individual cross-566

ings will be investigated in more details to better understand the large dynamics beyond567

the global trends discussed above.568

6 Conclusions569

The characterization of the plasma boundaries at Mars and their difference has been570

a matter of debate for many years. In particular, the photoelectron boundary (PEB) discov-571

ered by Mars Global Surveyor and defined by the disappearance of ionospheric photoelec-572

trons, still remains poorly understood. We provide in this paper a detailed description of573

the PEB based on a manual detection of almost 1700 boundary crossings from MAVEN574

data before May 2016. We thus determined its shape, its parameters of influence, the vari-575

ability of several parameters (magnetic field, photoelectron fluxes, etc.) in the vicinity of576

the boundary, and its influence on the plasma escape fluxes. Our main conclusions are the577

following.578

1. First, the PEB appears approximately as a circular boundary (e = 0.0047) with a579

highly variable altitude that is strongly related to the draping of the IMF around580

the planet, and mostly depends on the solar wind dynamic and crustal magnetic581

field pressures (more than extreme ultraviolet fluxes or solar zenith angle and local582

time). These pressures will push from above (for the solar wind) or below (for the583

crustal fields) the draping magnetic field topology, and thus modify the location584

where the upward moving photoelectrons will encounter the draped open field lines585

to get eventually convected toward the tail.586

2. Second, we show how the variable PEB altitude on the dayside, due to several587

drivers, will allow the access of photoelectrons to variable altitudes towards the588

terminator and thus affect their transport along draped field lines toward the tail and589

strongly modify (up to ∼ 50%) the tail cross section to be considered for deriving590

escape rates of photoelectrons (and associated ions assuming neutrality). When es-591
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cape rates are derived from single point in situ flux measurements, the temporal592

and spatial variations of the dayside PEB altitude will thus determine the escape593

cross section to be considered.594

3. Finally, the detailed analysis of plasma and magnetic field characteristics around the595

PEB crossings shows that the boundary is not always sharp, and is characterized on596

average by :597

• a gradual decrease of the photoelectron flux much before the PEB and a more598

steep decrease around it over an altitude "thickness" of the order of 100 km599

• a magnetic field topology typical for the end of the Magnetic Pile Up Region600

above it, with also a locally increased rotation and elevation angle of the field at601

the PEB all the more in the presence of crustal field sources602

• more field aligned fluxes above than below the boundary, despite a more "open"603

than "closed" field configuration usually much below the PEB604

• a clear change of altitude slopes for both the electron fluxes (in particular for605

high energy electrons) and total density ; the density slope indeed decreases606

from below to above the boundary, the PEB being thus different from the ionopause607

if defined by a stronger density slope, and more precisely located ∼ 200 km be-608

low the PEB if defined as the 1000 cm−3 density level609

However, beyond these average characteristics of the PEB, a large dispersion appears610

when individual crossings are analyzed and should be investigated in the future. Further-611

more, a more detailed understanding of the various plasma boundaries (MPB/IMB, pres-612

sure boundary, ion composition boundary, ionopause...) and of the physical processes link-613

ing them will need future common work, by taking advantage of the complete particles614

and fields package of the MAVEN mission.615
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Figure 1. Case study on February 12 2015. Panel a: MAVEN SWEA electron energy spectrogram with the

colorbar giving the omnidirectional counts/s. The dashed black lines show the crossings of the 20 − 30 eV

photoelectron line, while the black/blue/red solid lines correspond to the times of the individual energy spec-

tra given in panels d and e. Panel b: altitude of the spacecraft. Panel c: (X,Y,Z) coordinates of the spacecraft

in the MSO frame, where X points towards the Sun, Y points opposite to Mars orbital angular velocity and

Z completes the right-handed set. Panel d: SWEA electron energy spectra typical for the dense ionosphere

(blue) or escaping photoelectrons (red) in the tail. Panel e: typical magnetosheath SWEA electron spectrum.
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Figure 2. Geographical distribution of the photoelectron line crossings - PEB crossings in black dots, other

crossings in orange - in cylindrical coordinates (in the plane (X, ρ) with ρ =
√

Y2 + Z2 the distance to the X

axis ; 1RM ≈ 3390 km average Martian radius). The dashed black line provides the average location of the

Magnetic Pile-Up Boundary fit by Trotignon et al. [2006]. The cyan and yellow solid lines show respectively

the northern and southern median location of the PEB (for 10◦ solar zenith angle bins), while the red curve

shows the best conic fit for the dayside PEB crossings (see text for more details). The magenta lines show the

limits including 80% of the PEB crossings.
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Figure 3. Altitude of the photoelectron line crossings - PEB crossings in black dots, other crossings in

orange - as a function of the solar zenith angle (SZA). The magenta solid line provides the extreme ultraviolet

terminator limit (where most photons are absorbed) corresponding to a lower limit at 140 km altitude. The

black solid line shows the median altitude for SZA bins of 20◦ with the standard deviation, while the red solid

line shows the median and standard deviation altitude for SZA values recalculated after including the aberra-

tion angle induced by the solar wind and after rotating the initial MSO frame into the MSE frame (see text for

further details).
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Figure 4. Altitude of the photoelectron line crossings - PEB crossings in black dots, other crossings in

orange - as a function of the local time (LT). The dashed lines show the terminator while the solid lines show

the median altitude for LT bins of 0.5 hour in the initial MSO frame (black line) and in the MSE frame (red

line) that also includes the aberration angle induced by the solar wind (see text for further details).
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Figure 5. Demonstration of the SZA sampling bias for the PEB crossings dataset : SZA variability of the

crustal magnetic field (left panel) and solar wind dynamic pressure (right panel) at the times of the photoelec-

tron line crossings, with PEB crossings in black dots, other crossings in orange and the median values as solid

red line. The crustal magnetic field is given by the Morschhauser et al. [2014] model at a constant altitude of

400 km.
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Figure 6. Estimated terminator altitude of the PEB crossings as a function of the longitude in the geograph-

ical IAU frame. The dataset is separated into longitude and latitude regions to separate the strong and weak

crustal field regimes, as defined by Edberg et al. [2008] (see text for more details). The blue circles and red

stars correspond to PEB crossings in weak and strong crustal field regions, while the solid and dashed lines

correspond to median altitudes for respectively strong and weak crustal field conditions in each of the three

longitude bins.
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Figure 7. Estimated terminator altitude of the PEB crossings as a function of the solar wind dynamic pres-

sure. The blue and red stars correspond respectively to weak and strong crustal field regions (based on the

same definition as in figure 6). The solid black line provides the median altitude (and standard deviation of the

median) for 0.5 nPa bins. The magenta / blue / red solid lines give the best power law fits (see section 3.2 for

further details) of all / weak crustal field / strong crustal field crossings.
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Figure 8. Compared influence of a number of parameters on the PEB terminator altitude: extreme ul-

traviolet (EUV) fluxes, solar zenith angle (SZA), local time (LT), crustal magnetic field, solar wind (SW)

dynamic pressure (press.), density, (dens.) velocity (vel.) and magnetic field (IMF). Each set of parameters

was separated into low (below the median value of the parameter) and high (above the median value of the

parameter) subsets of data. The median and standard deviation of the median are then calculated for the low

and high subsets of each parameter, shown by rectangles in the figure (blue/red for the low/high subsets, with

the height giving twice the standard deviation of the median). The rectangles of low/high subsets of the solar

wind IMF cross each other, since the standard deviations overlap. The EUV fluxes are derived from the FISM

model (Chamberlin et al. [2007] ; available on the CDPP/AMDA database) at the 30.4 nm solar spectrum line

which is the source of the 20 − 30 eV photoelectrons ; the crustal magnetic field pressure is calculated from

the Morschhauser et al. [2014] model at a constant altitude of 400 km ; the solar wind parameters are derived

from the MAVEN SWIA and MAG data [Halekas et al., 2017].
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Figure 9. Influence of the solar wind dynamic pressure on the 20 − 30 eV photoelectron detection location

in cylindrical MSO coordinates, assuming a continuous detection between inbound and outbound photo-

electron line crossings and four levels of solar wind dynamic pressure conditions: very low corresponds to

the PSW <= 25% quantile, low to 25% < PSW <= 50%, high to 50% < PSW <= 75%, very high

to PSW > 75%. The two dashed lines represent sketched minimum and maximum altitude shapes for the

photoelectron transport (see section 4 for more details).
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Figure 10. Average evolution of various parameters (eventually normalized, by the value at the PEB) as

a function of altitude versus the PEB altitude (0 means the PEB altitude). Panel a): normalized integrated

20 − 30 eV photoelectron flux from SWEA (shadowed part indicates incorrect photoelectron flux values) ;

black / blue / red lines (as for panels d) e) f)) respectively correspond to all PEB crossings / only low crustal

fields crossings / only high crustal fields crossings (see text). Panel b): pitch angle information on 23 − 29 eV

electrons: maximum ratio between parallel and perpendicular differential fluxes, probability of "loss cone" or

"field aligned" pitch angle distributions for the 0 − 90◦ range. Panel (c): mean SWEA differential fluxes of

23 − 29 eV and 118 − 149 eV electrons, and thermal electron density by LPW. Panels d) e) f): local angular

rotation / elevation angle / normalized total magnitude of the in situ magnetic field measured by MAG. See

text for more details.
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